THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into on the Date of Purchase serves as a legally binding
contract between Instrumental Central ("Licensor") and you ("Licensee"), who has purchased
the Silver License for the instrumental named Beat Name ("Instrumental"). By receiving this
contract via email, you automatically agree to the following terms and conditions:
1. The Licensee shall have the worldwide, Non-Exclusive right to sell 2,000 units, broadcast on the
radio (2 Radio Stations via 2 channels) and earn profit publicly performing the song (up to 1 Live
Performance) they create with the instrumental. The Licensee may also use the song they create
with the instrumental in any non-profit projects. The Instrumental must be combined with other
audio (with lyrics) and not be just the Instrumental alone.
2. The Licensee shall have the worldwide, Non-Exclusive right to synchronize the Instrumental
Central music with visual media (Movies, TV, Videos, Video Games, Websites) in 1 for-profit
project. The Licensee may also synchronize the Instrumental Central music with 2 YouTube
videos.
3. The Licensee agrees to pay the Licensor the non-refundable purchasing fee.
4. If the Instrumental includes samples, the Licensee understands that the sequence and music
arrangement is considered original work. Samples are not cleared before composition, and
Licensee is required seek clearance for the samples. The Licensee is responsible for clearing all
samples used (if any) and that the Licensor cannot and will not be held liable for the misuse of
any sampled material that the Licensee uses in conjunction with the composition/arrangement
that is being licensed in this agreement.
5. Licensee must supply the Licensor with at least 1 copy of each final recording made using the
Instrumental.
6. In all projects in which the music is used, Licensee shall give credit to the Licensor for any and
all distributed material. This can be done verbally (through recorded vocals on the Master
Recording) or written in or on the CD booklet or outside cover. Credit shall be given substantially
in this format: Prod. By Instrumental Central.
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